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USER MANUAL 
SENSOSPHERE – Learning Aid 

THERAPEUTIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
 

Congratulations on your purchase of SensoSphere-Learning Aid 
 

What Color Light Therapy may potentially do for your child with regular use:  
For ASD, ADHD and similar spectrum diagnosed and all students with Learning Disorders some spectrum improvements can be 
viewed in our teacher statement excerpts provided on our Website under TEACHER EXCERPTS originating from our Learning 
Disabilities Case Studies in classroom program. Behavior benefits do vary for all individuals due to the wide spectrum and levels of 
ability. To view what parents are experiencing with this therapy visit PARENT EXCERPTS on our Website. 
For all students this therapy helps cope with school and homework assignments by providing increased Learning Energy and Creative 
capacity through specific brain entrainment. It may also help them with any sleep issues they have. In addition, it provides a greater 
room ambiance with calmness, which is a significant contributor to improved Learning environment.  
For Tutoring and classrooms this new ‘therapeutic learning environment’ provides Learning energy and behavior improvements for 
greater academic standing.   
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CONTENTS OF BOX 

✓ SensoSphere-Learning Aid and Power Supply Converter supplied. (Power Converter located in bottom of Box) * 
✓ User Manual including “Important Safety Instructions” to be read first and saved. 
✓ Operating Instructions 
✓ User Maintenance Instructions 
✓ Special notes 
✓ Disclaimer 
✓ Warranty 

* It is recommended that you keep this box for storage including wrap materiel for any transportation, since it has been 

selected to keep SensoSphere-Learning Aid safe from damage in normal circumstances.  
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Important Safety Instructions - Special Notes: 
‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ should not be considered a medical device and we always recommend discussing its use with 
child’s doctor. 
‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ use is NOT recommended for individuals suffering from Migraine headaches or other related 
conditions brought on by Flashing Light bursts. 

Our product is not designed as a SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder) device but it is a Therapeutic Device designed 
specifically with Advanced Technology shown to have significant benefit for individuals suffering from various ailments 
including some learning disabilities.  

To avoid damage to ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ and Power source against Power Spikes it is highly recommended you use 
a Power Surge Protection bar, which allows you easier facility to control the ON/OFF operation as well. It is always 
recommended to turn the Power Source off after each use. 

Proper care and storage of Power converter and cord extension should always be considered when not in use. 
Furthermore, while in use, consideration should be taken to avoid tripping on cord extension and damage to Sphere. 

NOTE: UL has not tested the health aspects with the use of this product and its therapeutic effect on human body. 

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS – as outlined by UL requirements 

When using an electrical furnishing, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following: 

 

Read all instructions before using ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ and save these instructions. 

 

DANGER: To reduce the risk of electric shock: 

Always unplug ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ from the electrical outlet before cleaning and after usage. 

 

WARNING: To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electric shock, or injury to persons: 

1. Unplug from outlet before putting on or taking off parts.  

2. Close supervision is necessary when ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ is used by, or near children, invalids, or disabled 

persons.  

3. Use ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ only for its intended use as described in these instructions.  

4. Never operate ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working properly, if it has 

been dropped or damaged, or dropped into water. Return ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ according to Warranty 

conditions and preapproved by supplier, for examination and quote for repair.  

5. Keep the power cord away from heated surfaces.  

6. Never operate ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ with the air openings blocked. Keep the air openings free of lint, hair, 

and the like. 

7. Never drop or insert any object into any opening. 

8. Do not remove the electronics center piece or remove the support base under any circumstances. Void of 

Warranty.  

9. Do not use outdoors and in direct sunlight indoors. 

10. Do not operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being administered.  
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IMPORTANT MAINTENANCE INFORMATION 

 
The easiest and guaranteed method not to scratch or damage in any way diffusers in PMMA (of any color) during the 
cleaning process, is by simply washing with slightly wet warm clean rag, remember to always use a mild soap, detergent. 
Any halos that can be created after using soap and water are removed with ease by using a dry sponge (not abrasive). If 
washing is carried out with demineralized water, allow the diffuser to dry without applying the sponge. 

Use a microfiber cloth, but those with a smooth surface (not a honeycomb or with evident discharge of fibers). With that, 
just wet with water and squeeze out well (must remain slightly damp) with this method you can also clean the screens of 
TVs and PCs.  

Do not use any type of aggressive product (Vetril, Glassex etc. that are very damaging to the plastic surfaces). At best, if 
the diffuser is very dirty or greasy and you can not only clean with water, dilute a mild soap and then rinse, always with a 
microfiber cloth. 

TIPS FOR USING ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ 
• Because of its interactive features, the ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ is highly sensitive to vibrations. 

When interacting with it, avoid tapping, jolting or moving it. Proper User Interface and Sphere sensitivity 

operation, requires that there be no obstruction objects closer than five inches (125cm) from the North pole. 

It should be in a location where there would be minimum vibrations but still in eye view and not behind child. 

It should not be located near child due to movements and jarring, subject to vibrations.  

• This device cannot be floor mounted due to floor vibrations. 

• Make sure the ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ is perfectly flat on its four feet so that it does not wobble 

when touched. If needed, you can adjust the height of each foot with a slight leg rotation.  

• Hand Swipe Gestures interactivity may not function while the ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ is exposed 
to direct sunlight. It should only be used indoors. 

 
• The Power Converter cord is ten feet in length and should be plugged into Power Surge Protection bar 
(recommended) for easy on/off control. If necessary, a power cord extension can be used to connect to Power 
Surge Protection bar.  
     
How a teacher, as tutor, would use this therapy with single student or classroom overall 
The SensoSphere-Learning Aid, should be placed in a room at forward eye level or higher front or side of sight where 

student or students are present. Position on a shelf or table, but not on the floor. Moreover, it should be placed in an area 

where there are no vibrations from walking or other sources. There is no upper time limit for this therapy. The color light 

therapy device should be used for all homework assignments and weekend study periods. You will notice some behavior 

changes in a few weeks. The exposure should be majority Relaxation mode (turquoise-blue color). If necessary due to 

hyperactivity or anxiety, use Balance mode (magenta color) first. This therapy can also be used by the entire family in 

entertainment center for stress relief in Relaxation mode. It will greatly enhance any room ambiance with beautiful color. 

In addition, SensoSphere-LearningAid has music interactivity available to further your enjoyment. You will never get 

bored since it uses complex algorithms programmed to always change configurations, patterns, and color along with the 

specific desired entrainment range required for targeted therapy. We have now added Sleep Mode for individuals with sleep 

issues which should be used prior to sleep time. It can also be used in bedroom as a sleep light.   
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How a parent would use this therapeutic learning device with their children 
The SensoSphere-Learning Aid, should be placed in a room at forward eye level or higher front or side of sight where 

student is present. Position on a shelf or table, but not on the floor. Moreover, it should be placed in an area where there are 

no vibrations from walking or other sources. There is no upper time limit for this therapy. The color light therapy device 

should be used for all homework assignments and weekend study periods. You will notice some behavior changes in a few 

weeks. The exposure should be majority Relaxation mode (turquoise-blue color). If necessary due to hyperactivity or 

anxiety, use Balance mode (magenta color) first. This therapy can also be used by the entire family in entertainment center 

for stress relief in Relaxation mode. It will greatly enhance any room ambiance with beautiful color. In 

addition, SensoSphere-LearningAid has music interactivity available to further your enjoyment. You will never get bored 

since it uses complex algorithms programmed to always change configurations, patterns, and color along with the specific 

desired entrainment range required for targeted therapy. We have now added Sleep Mode for individuals with sleep issues 

which should be used prior to sleep time. It can also be used in bedroom as a sleep light.   
  
 

 The Three ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ THERAPY MODES 
 
Light Mode #1: Relaxation 

This mode is based on the “cool” colors, spanning the range of blue, turquoise and green. These 

colors are known to soothe and calm down. They tend to reduce the pulse rate, blood pressure and 

the respiration rate. This mode presents the light using slow, flowing rhythms, which invite peace 

and serenity. Occasional glimpses of yellow-lime and magenta, which are more neutral colors, bring 

a touch of overall balance. Fine light pulsations in the Alpha brainwaves range (8 to 12 Hz) enhance 

the peaceful and relaxing effect.  

The Relaxation mode always starts with a soft turquoise-blue color. 

This mode is ideal when you feel stressed or tense, or when you wa nt to calm restless thoughts or emotions. 
It provides Learning and Creative energy and may be partnered with Balance mode. Example: 10-20 minutes 
of Balance mode and 20-30 minutes minimum of Relaxation mode with no upper limits to time therapy. Our 
classroom Case Study program indicates that this is the preferred mode of operation for behavior 
improvement. This should be the preferred mode of operation. 
When powered On, the ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ always starts in Relaxation Mode. 

 

Light Mode #2: Balancing 
 

This mode displays colors of the whole rainbow, providing a balanced “color bath”. The rainbow is 
displayed in a variety of ways, going in turn through upwards, downwards and random sweeps of 
the full color spectrum. All colors are presented in  equal amounts, ensuring an overall harmonizing 
effect. Subtle light vibrations in the Theta brainwaves range (4 to 8Hz, focusing on the Schumann 
Resonance frequency of 7.83Hz) intrigue and inspire creativity.  

 
The Balancing mode always starts with a magenta color. 

This mode is beneficial at any time of the day and is compatible with almost any mood. It brings you back 
into a neutral balanced state from almost any other mood state. It provides Learning and Creative energy 
and should be first used then Relaxation mode for calmness. Example: If a child is hyperactive, you should 
first use the Balance mode for 10-20 minutes and then change to Relaxation mode.  Both modes of operation 
should be used during the homework/study session for minimal of 30-40 minutes each day with no upper 
limits to the time spent. It should also be used for weekend study period.   
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Light Mode #3: Sleep  
 

For children and adults with some sleeping issues to be used in entertainment or playroom prior to sleep 
or in bedrooms if a child is not sensitive to night light based on parents’ judgment.     
This mode delicately lulls you towards a deep and restful sleep. Creating a soft and soothing mood, it may 
also be beneficial in case of insomnia. 

It features slow color transitions ranging from amber to turquoise, with some purple moments. It 
reduces the deep blue color to levels low enough to avoid any potential suppression of melatonin, 
our “sleep hormone”, an effect known to be capable of disrupting our circadian rhythm. The Sleep 

Mode integrates Delta brainwaves of deep sleep (1-4Hz). The Sleep mode always starts with a 
light green color. 

 
HAND SWIPE GESTURES For User Interface CONTROL 
 

Two ways to Power on device: First from switching ON from Power Surge Protection bar is 
recommended (not supplied). Second method is when light has been turned to OFF position during 
therapy, a simple hand swipe will turn the unit back ON.  

To switch from the Relaxation mode, which is the initial start up mode, simple swipe again and it 
will switch to Balance mode and swipe again to Sleep mode and swipe again to turn OFF. 

 

The ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ features hand swipe gestures over North 
pole of sphere for Color Light Therapy device control and interactivity. 
Sensing starts at around 5cm from the surface of the sphere and is 
highest on contact with its surface. The dual swipe should be made within 
1 to 3 seconds.   
 
When powered On, the ‘SensoSphere–Learning Aid’ always starts in 
Relaxation Mode.  
 
Three cycle states from Relaxation mode →Balance mode → Sleep mode → Power off 
 
The selected Light Mode can be identified by its initial color:  

Turquoise for Relaxation 
Magenta for Balancing 
Green for Sleep 

 

Audio Sense Control 

Sound is captured through a built-in microphone sensing ambient noises or music.  
The Audio or music interface is normally in OFF position to avoid unnecessary noise interfering with 
normal therapy Learning progression. 
However, if you would like to have relaxing music during study period, here is the method to turn 
the Audio Sense interface ON. 
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While in OFF position mode, hold your hand steady on the North pole (top of Sphere)  
for 5 – 7 seconds:  

The ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ will emit: 
             a white blink when Audio Sense is toggled On, or 
             a red blink when toggled Off.  

 
DISCLAIMER 

 
‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ in no way should be considered as a replacement for professional medical 
advice. Persons with neurological disorders susceptible to light -triggered migraines should not use 
‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’. All statements made by DEMYK LIGHTMOD PRODUCTS INC., are for 
information purposes only and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease. If you 
have any medical condition, it is strongly suggested you consult with your physician of choice  before 
using this product.   

 
WARRANTY 

 
DEMYK LIGHTMOD PRODUCTS INC. warrants that the product will be free of defects in material and 
workmanship which cause the product to fail to operate in accordance to instructions set forth in 
documentation, USER MANUAL. The warranty period is for one year from date of consumer purchase 
and is limited to the repair or replacement of this product only and does not extend to consequential 
or incremental damage related to the use of this product. This limited warranty only applies when 
the product has been properly handled, stored, transported, wired installed within electrical values 
and environment conditions provided in specifications. This limited warranty may not be used to 
repair, or replace this product which has become defective as result of any abuse, misuse, power 
surges or spikes, weather related events outdoors and corrosive environments or self alterations or 
modifications made by unauthorized repair locations. For proper use and operation , you can find 
instructions in User Manual under ‘SensoSphere-Learning Aid’ and Tips for Using ‘SensoSphere-
Learning Aid’. For “Warranty” service a pre-authorization number must be obtained from customer 
service after determination of defective product at the sole discretion of DEMYK LIGHTMOD 
PRODUCTS INC.  
 
For return authorization number and return “Form” details contact: 
demyklightmodproducts@gmail.com 
 
“Out of Warranty” product returns for repairs must be shipped prepaid in secure packaging . Return 
for repairs requires authorization number and return “Form” details contact: 
demyklightmodproducts@gmail.com 
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